FEEDBACK FROM UKAFA MEETING: 12TH JUNE 2013
Here are a few bullet point notes from me following the above meeting and in advance of the official
notes of the meeting.
Another very well attended meeting with about 30 there from all the EFAs apart from the North
West, from Government Departments and a host of other agencies with an interest in or focus on
later life issues. I have already passed Shelagh the Agenda and set of Papers that were tabled at the
meeting. If anyone else wishes to see please let me know.
Both Steve Webb, Minister of State for Pensions and Norman Lamb, Minister of State for Health,
attended to give updates on policy in their respective areas and take questions.
The first speaker however was Nigel Dotchin from DfT. He is looking at the current arrangements
covering the purchase and use of mobility scooters. There are currently some 146,000 new scooters
being sold annually and it is very much a private market with no formal assessment of actual need.
One can just go out and buy one and go straight on to the footpath or road without training.
Demand is likely to increase and now is the time to look at regulation. In a Ministerial Statement on
1 st March 2012, Norman Lamb indicated that he wanted a review of the unladen weight for
powered wheelchairs, their design standards, the case for mandatory eyesight testing to be
considered alongside insurance cover, proper training for users and access of these vehicles to public
transport. There have been serious injuries to others caused by mobility scooter drivers and this is a
growing concern.
DfT are still reviewing the current arrangements and looking at future proposals and would
welcome any input from other organisations. In discussion there was a clear consensus that some
form of regulation was needed and better communication of good practice. We need to watch this
space for future announcements on this issue.
Steve Webb then brought delegates up to date with developments in his policy area.




The Pensions Bill goes to Parliament on Monday, 17th June addressing the single tier pension
and state pension age
No changes to those already receiving a pension. Not unfair.
He was intrigued that 5% of older people in the UK live in institutional care whilst the figure
is considerable lower elsewhere in Europe. I said that it was possibly because we are failing
to look properly at the widening range of other options as identified and highlighted by the
recent NTDi presentation



There had been a recent Age UK Report on the Oldest Old that he was interested in
exploring ie how do we pick up on those who are currently falling through the cracks. He
wants a fuller discussion at a future UKAFA meeting and for us to come with some concrete
proposals. ACTION Perhaps we could have a discussion at our next Future Years Board
meeting?

Norman Lamb then covered developments in his policy area:


He was particulary interested in our thoughts on the integration of joined up health and
social care. The current service is disjointed and frustrating to individuals, their families
and the organisations themselves.



The Social Care Bill had been introduced and this put individuals at the heart of the
service.



Consultation was underway on funding reform and the move towards the
personalisation of budgets. It was not practical to have a completely free service he said.
It currently needs 4 working people to pay sufficient taxes for 1 retired person’s pension.
As the population gets older it would by 2050 there would only be 2 working people for
every retired person. It was clear that something needed to be done now it was a
situation not unique to the UK. Other developed countries faced similar challenges. On
personalisation his aim was to achieve a figure of 70% of all eligible people to receive a
personal budget. He realised that it was impractical to achieve 100%.



He referred to a statement he had made on 14th May about the integration of health
care and support. In it he had made 10 individual commitments to encourage change
and the pace of change. The most ambitious areas of the country would be designated
as exemplar pioneer areas and would be required to share their good practice to
encourage the not so good areas to take it up. He had established a central team in DH
to encourage take-up of integrated working and remove identified barriers.

In question said that the Liverpool Pathway to Care was being reviewed in recognition of the current
understandable concerns. He had appointed Baroness Neuberger to lead a Panel looking at the
pathway and to report to him at the end of July.
In terms of the representation of older people on Healthwatches he said that he did not wish to be
prescriptive about the composition.
There was then a presentation of the “ Strategy for Older People in Wales”. No real surprises but I
have a copy should anyone wish to see.
There followed an update from DECC ( Department for Energy and Climate Change)on developments
in the fuel poverty programme. Members of the Age Action Alliance Safe Warm Homes Working
Group were also in attendance for this Item.

The current fuel poverty strategy had been written in 2001, following a Parliamentary vote on a
Private Members Bill which resulted in the Warm Homes and Energy Conservation Act. It committed
the Government to the eradication of fuel poverty amongst vulnerable households by 2010, and
amongst all households by 2016. But big rises in energy prices made those ambitions too optimistic
and unachievable.
The Government commissioned , in March 2011, Professor Sir John Hills (LSE) to undertake a review
of the extent and definition of fuel poverty. He reported in March 2012 and Government was still
considering its response. A new strategy was expected to be published in the Autumn. UKAFA is
invited to feed in its thoughts. Watch this space. What should it look like? Should there still be action
on energy inefficient houses, action to boost poor householders’ incomes ? Action to reduce the
cost of energy bills? Can measures be better targeted? Should there be better and clearer
information and advice?
National Energy Action (NEA) said that 300 individuals had now received training to become energy
awareness champions with more workshops in the pipeline. The report, “Warm Homes for Older
People”, can be viewed or downloaded from their website www.nea.org.uk.
The representative of British Gas said that they would be happy to fund further sessions and to
update the guide. ACTION: Future Years to consider need for further sessions at places across Y&H
that might not have received sufficient coverage thus far. There was a slide presentation that Gwen
Wolf undertook to circulate to delegates.
In the brief discussion there was some concern about the decision by the Green Deal people to go
ahead with cold selling. This should not have been allowed. Advice best came from peers. And the
health sector also needs to be more involved.
The next UKAFA meeting is 25th September and I plan to go along.

John Welham
20th June 2013

